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PART I
THESIS PROPOSAL
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University of Hawai’i at Manoa
MFA Thesis Concert Proposal
Quickly Standing Still
Meghen McKinley
April 30, 2012
Draft 8

Proposed Thesis Committee:
Kara Miller
Betsy Fisher
Amy Schiffner
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STATEMENT OF INTENTION
In order to fulfill the MFA Thesis Concert requirement, I propose a suite of dance
works that incorporate mixed media to be presented in the Fall Footholds Concert in Fall
of 2012. The total choreographic length will be a maximum of 25 minutes depending on
the progression of the work while in construction. This concert will be performed in the
Earl Ernst Lab Theatre.
The title of my thesis work is Quickly Standing Still. The proposed choreography,
video, and set design presented will be created specifically for the concert. Additionally,
I will re-stage my choreography of a 2008 solo, Every You, Every Me. The entire body of
the choreography will incorporate mixed media projection using still frames and video
recording. Media will be projected on a variety of set pieces consisting of moveable
fabric screens, the upstage cyc, and fabric panels stretched across the stage. I also intend
to design and construct the costumes using new fabric as well as refurbished costumes
and clothing. Pre-recorded music and recorded text and sounds will provide the sound
score.
I will videotape rehearsals to provide feedback, support, and rehearsal aides for
the dancers, and myself. Furthermore, the recordings will be made available to the thesis
committee to view of its discretion. These videos will be posted on Facebook in a specific
group for accessibility. At the close of the concert the rehearsal videos, images, and final
performance shots will be compiled into a DVD to show the process in the collaboration
of mixed media and dance on the performance stage and to support practice as research.
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TIMELINE
I propose a timeline that is out of order according to the MFA guidelines, but one
that best fits the balance of my current school, dance company, and work schedule. This
proposed timeline allows me to create to the best of my ability. During the months of
June through August 2011, I shot video while in New York City. I also found
photography from Walls Notebook by Sherwood Forlee and an independent
photographer, Nicole Brin, which supports my thesis. These images will be incorporated
into my work by projection design. Copyright permission from the photographers was
obtained for the use of their work in my thesis production. Tentative timeline for thesis
production follows:
• Circulation of Thesis Drafts to Committee

November 14, 2011

• Formation of Proposed Committee

December 1, 2011

• Movement Construction Start

January 20, 2012

• 1st draft of Comprehensive Question Drafts

February 6, 2012

• Planning with Set Designer Donald Quilinquin

May 1, 2012

• Official Rehearsals begin for ‘Quickly Standing Still’

May 1, 2012

• Full Faculty Committee Viewing

May 5, 2012

• Photo Shoot and Publication List Formed

September 1, 2012

• Proposed Thesis Concert, Fall Footholds 2012

October 2012

• Earl Ernst Lab Theatre; UHM
• Submission of Thesis Paper Draft #1

November 1, 2012

• Submission of Thesis Paper Draft #2

November 15, 2012

• Final Thesis Paper

November 20, 2012

• Faculty Viewing

August 20, 2012

• Final Comprehensive Exam

August 31, 2012

• Oral Exam

November 1, 2012
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CONCEPT
Chaos and cyclones inspire the proposed dance. The goal of this work is to create
an atmosphere of being isolated, swept up in the “storm”, and forever changed. This
atmosphere is inspired by the action pre and post-cyclone and the formation of the
phenomenon. The concept of “forever changed” is based on experiences that leave a
person with new perspectives on the familiar. Readings from Planes and Composition
states the aesthetic and driving force my work is to be based on. “The choreographic
spasm produces a conceptual distortion between forces disfiguring or reconfiguring
elements in interaction. .... it crescendos to extreme intensity and then dissipates”
(Lepecky and Joy 66-67). Once each section is clear conceptually, specific titles will be
given to each one. I will choreograph three sections to complete a suite of works. I will
experiment with how audiences perceive dance and multi-art video design. Projected
images will create an environment and present additional moving forms. Cityscapes and
dancers will provide a video display of time and place, and will provide the illusion of
more bodies in space. Bringing this idea to physical form is a reflection on how
mesmerizing and disruptive a cyclone can be. The projection design will add depth,
additional layers, and a feeling of time and space to the live bodies onstage. After being
swept up in the ‘madness’ and ‘chaos’, we are left with a new perspective. The projected
images will explore how texture evokes mood. My choreography is intended to create an
atmosphere for the audience to search their own feelings and experiences.
I will work with the movement and images to create the following image description: as
we are standing still the world around us spins out of control, once that world devolves
out of chaos, we find that we are the ones that are propelled into chaos.
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MOVEMENT DESCRIPTION
Movement will be inspired by, or based on, initiation and momentum,
contraction and release, and the motion and imagery of where the movement qualitatively
progresses. Weight bearing partner work, and directed improvisation will be used to
shape the work. Choreographic tools will include repetition, theme and variation, and
cannon. Mixed media and the use of props, group work, solo work, and partner work will
be incorporated. The choreography will be musically inspired, movement inspired, and
shaped by the interactions between the dancers. The dancers will be encouraged to take
risks and to explore movement outside of their own comfort, and leave an imprint of their
own on the work. Words such as “quick”, “blurry”, “overwhelming”, “storm”,
“isolated”, “alone”, and “passing”, will be used to stir images and emotions to relay the
idea. Spiral action through the center of the body extending out through the finger tips via
a central initiation contrasted with bound gestural phrases will thread through the work.
The movement will gather with energy and emotion then unfurl to release through space
with a qualitative change. A fight or flight response will be reflected in the movement;
physical changes, freeze response, shielding, and aggression will drive the movement and
interaction between the dancers and media design. After the initial fight or flight
response, the choreography will reflect the bond of shared experiences, the “calm after
the storm”. This theme can be explored by repetition, variation on a theme, and gesture
motif. The use of repetition will vary in quality and purpose due to internal motivation,
focus, and intent. The choreography will explore a range of bound contracted movement
to free flow and openness. Choreography will be planned and set prior to rehearsal. This
choreography will be taught and the dancers will be given time to embody the movement
quality. Sections of structured improvisation or manipulated phrases will require the
dancers to work, create, and understand the theme and movement quality of the work.
The movement will reflect my personal choreographic style of momentum and initiation.
I will create previously unexplored movement solutions and dancer/multimedia
interactions.
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PRODUCTION DESIGN
The video playback will vary in editing speed and the level of opacity. The
images will be projected on the back scrim, fabric screens that will roll on and off the
stage throughout the work, and fabric panels stretched across the stage. The panels
present images in contrast to the live bodies and movement. Furthermore, it will evoke
emotion from the audience to the colors, textures, and environment of the projection.
This video projection will also consist of pre-recorded movement filmed during
rehearsals edited with Final Cut Pro editing software. These images will provide the
opportunity for the audience to come to their own conclusion and connection between the
images, the movement, and overall theme of the work. The projected photography by
Brin and Forlee capture objects in our daily lives that are broken and run down.
(examples 1A, 1B)
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White textured fabric, such as embroidery backing, will be stretched across the
downstage area. A dancer will stand in the center of the white fabric as to form a skirt
stretched across the stage like a wall. With gestural movements, the projection behind
her slows on the cyc and projection on the downstage fabric increases in speed, creating
an interesting depth to the stage and multiple textures. This image will be replicated later
in the work as two more panels are added with two more dancers creating the same visual
effect but with more density. The video projection on the fabric will consist of footage
taken in NYC of masses of people moving at different speeds throughout the frame. A
particular shot of stairs in Grand Central becomes a strong summarization of the work.
The stairs are empty for a period, then slowly one person, then two people, begin to walk
up and down the stairs. This builds to a fury of a mass of people moving up and down
the stairs until it slows to a trickle again and stops. The footage of the city is important as
it catches the idea of being swept into the masses and the moments where one
figuratively tail spins out of the ʻcycloneʼ. It is important that the footage of ‘The City’
can be any city or feeling and does not become obvious that it is particularly New York
City. Editing and enhancing the footage for the audience to not be distracted by knowing
the exact location will accomplish this effect.
The eight-foot screens are another way to impose this idea. The screens will be
on wheels so they can roll on and off stage. They will be opaque in order to receive the
projection, but will have the ability to reveal a shadow of a dancer behind the screen.
The moving screens will serve as a snapshot of the projection. Particular frames and
images will be highlighted as they are “caught” on the smaller screens. It will become a
clear snapshot or image in the work and will isolate a section of the video that is
projected on the cyc, or a portion of the wall that is chipping, in essence “zooming in” on
an aspect of the larger projection on the cyc acting like a magnifying lens. The screens
are tangible elements to recreate the use of the “walls” images and our fight or flight
response. The moving screens in contrast to the dancers will demonstrate the flurry and
action within the response while adding additional depth to the projection. It will be
important present stimulation, and effects of depth, layers, and building chaos, without
“overloading” the audience. I have spoken with lighting designer and set designer
10

Donald Quilinquin about designing and building the screens and what purpose they are to
serve. Donald has many ideas about the concept of this scenic addition that we will
discuss in full at an upcoming meeting (sketch 1D).
Rehearsals for the incorporation of the mixed media projection will be rehearsed
in the Athletic Complex Studios, The Ernst Lab, or a studio available with an appropriate
projection surface. The video source will be my personal laptop, and the projector will
be reserved and scheduled from the department’s projector. Models of the screens can be
used to explore spacing and maneuverability. Rehearsal in the Lab space would be ideal
for all projection purposes as well as experimenting with the screens. Arrangements will
be made to use the Lab space with the ability and time to rehearse with the projection
alone as well as the projection in collaboration with the dancers. It will be very important
to have the ability to adjust and edit what is created once the dancers and the projection
combine.
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TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS/TOOLS/PROPS/SET
• Final cut pro software
• Fabric/fabric backing for across stage
• 8 foot moveable panels
• 2 Projectors for various locations, back of the house and front of the house
• Projector cables
• Projector stand for locations
• Isadora software program
• Skype
Proposed Set Building and Lighting Designer:
• Donald Quilinquin
Proposed Dancers:
• Elyse Stevens
• Angie Haugejorden
• Chelsea Van Billiard
• Ali Burkhardt
• Genessis Ramirez
• Lei Ishikawa
• Alexa Manalansan
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MUSIC/SOUND
The music and sound for my thesis work will include instrumentals incorporated
with voice, city sounds, text, and silence, as listed below. It is important to me to exclude
any popular music, as the listener has already created his or her own images to what they
have previously heard. Strong visual images will support words and voices. Having
multiple audio elements will take experimentation and reworking to create the proper
balance to accentuate the choreography as well as create a cohesive journey. Music that I
have been listening to and experimenting with as follows:
Title: Composer/Artist
Untitled 1: Sigur Ros
Untitled 6: Sigur Ros
Cello Song: The Books
Cuckoo Cuckoo: Animal Collective
Enjoy Your Worries, You May Never Have Them Again: The Books
*City sounds/voices - pre recorded, sound effects tracks
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BUDGET
Muslin Fabric for Screens: $2-$5 per yard (online fabric sources)
• Total = $90.00
• One yard = 3 feet
• 2.5 yards tall x 1 yard wide = approx. $30 x 3 screens
Lumber for frame: 2x4x8ft treated lumber = $3.97 each (home depot online)
• Frame to measure 8ft tall by 3ft wide
• Total = $60.00
• Approx. 5 per screen
• PVC; alternate to lumber option: $5-$7 for 10ft each
Swivel Casters: $3-$5 each
• 4 per screen
• Total = $60
Embroidery Stabilizer for across stage: $3-$5 per yard (online fabric sources)
• Total = $90
• Lab theatre is 18ft x 32ft
• 6yards across x 1.5yards high x 3 panels
Miscellaneous tools/supplies
• Total = $20
Costumes
• Total = $180
• 6 dancers
• Using costume shop if available and new items/fabric
*Containing personal and donated labor
*Proposed Budget Total: $400.00
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UNRESOLVED NEEDS
Elements that I am still unclear about will be the allotted budget for the costumes,
set, and rehearsal space. The budget will be solidified after a meeting with construction
designers. Depending on resource availability, I will decide about the possibility of the
moveable screens for projection and shadow work. Storage of the screens and fabric will
depend on availability and use of the shop in Kennedy Theatre. Upon experimentation, I
will learn and decide how multiple projections will work and how it needs to be set up
and executed. I have also created a preliminary list of dancers. Their availability will be
important to choreographic development. Another main concern and unresolved issue is
the rehearsal space. I plan to use the Athletic Complex Studios, possibly reserving space
at Marks Garage under Convergence Dance Theatre, as well as looking into availability
in The Lab Theatre. Once dancers have committed, I will be able to set location and
times for rehearsals. As many dancers will be away for the summer months, recording
movement phrases for them to learn while away may become a strong option.
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CRITICAL ANALYSIS
In our technology-saturated visual environment, the question is not whether video will
be used in performance (it will), or whether this is a trend that any pass
(like ever-expanding online culture, it won’t) but rather, how savvy performers and
directors can use moving images to create powerful, visually interesting, critical, or
otherwise fresh and authentic works on stage (Milder 108).
This thesis work is focused on the incorporation of mixed media and dance for the
stage. My mixed media work up to this point has served as an experimental educational
tool. As technology continues to grow and expand, I feel that his element of multi media
will continue to be a key element in my choreography. Choreographers such as Bill T.
Jones, Capacitor’s Jodi Lomask, and Troika Ranch’s Mark Coniglio and Dawn Stoppiello
have provided inspiration, solutions, and presented concerns about this media
collaboration. I will work to build a clear collaboration between my choreography and
projection design to support the theme of “chaos and cyclones.” I am looking forward to
experiencing this collaboration process through my thesis work Quickly Standing Still.
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REFLECTIONS
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REFLECTIONS
This portion of my written work is an evaluation and exploration of the rehearsal,
performance, and video design process. I will discuss the developmental process of the
three sections that formed my work. My final thesis work, Quickly Standing Still, was
performed at Fall Footholds, Fragments in Time. The Footholds concert took place in the
Earle Ernst Lab Theatre on the University of Hawai’i at Manoa campus from October
10th through October 14th, 2012. This piece was danced by five dancers, Alison
Burkhardt, Lei Ishikawa, Alexa Rae Manlansan, Genessis Ramirez, and Elyse M.
Stevens. The music used was by The Books, Mondkopf, and Animal Collective. I
edited portions of the music to suit my work. Video performers were Angela
Haugejorden and the cast of dancers. Video projection was original footage that I
designed, shot, and edited in Final Cut Pro. Photography used within the video
projection was by Sherwood Forlee from his published book Walls Notebook. The
lighting and scenic designer was Maria L.S.L. Liu. Costumes were pulled from the
dancer’s closets and supplemented by the UHM costumes shop based on my design.
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CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
The original concept of Quickly Standing Still developed after I had collected
video footage of New York City in summer of 2011. I planned to include this footage in
my projection in some form, but was not yet sure how. While in N.Y., I purchased Walls
Notebook by Sherwood Forlee, a book of photography of various textured walls
throughout a city environment. I was immediately drawn to the texture and strength of
these walls, and tried to capture that in my N.Y. video footage. The paint chipped and
graffitied walls presented an idea of what surrounds us, holds us in, blocks our view, and
supports us all at the same time. These images made me think of how chaos builds and
resolves. I continued to shoot video to support this idea and listen to music that would
support this concept.
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SECTION A: Intro
Choreography Development
The Intro section began as a solo choreographed with my thesis concept in mind,
presented at Convergence Dance Theatre’s Works in Progress in February 2012 at Arts at
Marks Garage. The solo was set on CDT dancer, Jennifer Shannon. The showing
provided an opportunity to receive feedback from audience members and other
choreographers. This feedback proved helpful in the creation of my thesis work.
The first UHM rehearsals occurred in May 2012. Elyse Stevens was the soloist
that I reset February choreography on. I decided to have her enter from the audience so
that she could enter into a different and chaotic stage environment. The group of dancers
repeated sections of the solo. I continued to use these movement motifs as the
foundations of the first section and incorporated gestures from Elyse’s solo throughout
the work.
Rehearsals
Once rehearsals began, I taught the entire cast the main phrases of Elyse’s solo, as
well as three other movement phrases. This taught the dancers how to perform the
movement and movement motivation prior to establishing floor patterns I recorded these
initial phrases and posted the video recordings on Facebook. These postings continued
throughout the rehearsals as documentation, review and feedback.
I did not finish this section before I moved onto the next. This was different from
my normal choreographic process. I had come to a standstill with how I wanted this
section to end, so I moved onto another section until I was ready to return to the section
A.
One of the major adjustments that occurred during this section was a role change
of the dancers. An injury to the original solo dancer caused me to reset the work on a
new dancer, Elyse Stevens. I originally had six dancers in the piece, but was now down
to five. There was a natural contrast in having a different dancer now perform the solo
section. Usually I will have specific patterns, entrances, and exits decided before
rehearsal. In this case, I still came into rehearsal with material prepared, but let the
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experimentation process shape the choreographic direction. For all of the sections, it was
important to let the dancers discover the momentum and movement initiation throughout
the work. I continued to guide, correct, and demonstrate, but felt it important to generate
movement and then to work on specifics.
Video Projection Design:
Video projection ideas for this section did not come to me as
easily as the other sections. I decided to trust this and not use projection
in the first section. I decided to let the media, dance, and music
gradually build throughout the piece. Once the lighting designer came
to view rehearsals, we were able to add depth and shadows with lighting
and gobos to create texture that provided a visual transition to the
projection. I added longer frames of video to the beginning of the
Figure 1,
photography by
Donald
Quilinquin

triptych video to not have it be as abrasive. Another image of a wall
was put behind movement to add a texture that would thread through to
the other video projection in the piece.
SECTION B: Triptych

I wanted the Triptych section to be projection heavy and create a relationship
between the dance and the visual design. I will discuss this first through the development
of the choreography, then through the assembly of the projection.
Choreography Development
The movement in this section was developed after the projection. I knew that
this section was going to be projection design heavy, so I wanted the choreography to be
slower and to include entrances and exits that broke the “fourth wall”. The group of
dancers moved slowly around Elyse then pulled away to stand. This established the
contrast between the dancers and the swiftly moving projection. The dancers continued to
break away from the group to move across stage. The movement for this section utilized
gestures and repeated movements from the previous choreography. Speed and dynamics
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in this section continued to change and feedback from the multiple showings helped to
shape this section. I received helpful advice to make the gestures more intense and
grotesque, and to over-exaggerate the pedestrian walking paths. I had dancers move
faster through space, reverse direction, and proceed forward again in contrast to the
dancers that walk while performing smaller, slower gestures. The dancers also mouthed
words and phrases of their choice while looking at the audience reflecting the projected
images.
Video Projection Design:
I began video design during the spring semester as an independent project for
another class. This project was inspired by the artwork of Francis Bacon. I created a
triptych design from this study. Originally the
triptych was only of myself and as I found the
strength of the work, and with support of my
committee chair, Kara Miller, I decided to
include it into my thesis piece. The three
independent images and varying speeds created a
Figure 2, photography by Donald
Quilinquin

constant chatter that was silent but reflective of

the first piece of music, as well as the
internal chaos of the dancers. I reshot the
footage of the dancers in my piece and
included other original images. The footage
was focused on the lips moving as the
dancer wearing blood red lipstick were
Figure 3, photography by Donald
Quilinquin

talking. The lips had more of an impact

than I had initially imagined. The images of the lips are what developed the gesture
motif for the dancers. These images provided a thread through the work. The dancers’
lipstick would occasionally get smeared across their faces depending on their gesture
phrases.
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SECTION C: City Section
Choreography Development
This section was created with the development of the initial movement phrases
that I taught at our first rehearsal. I also included portions of the Every You, Every Me
solo mentioned in the original proposal. Most of the movement phrases were set on the
core dancers. I had originally imagined that I would restage the entire solo. After
developing another solo specifically for this piece, it was evident that the older solo in
tact was not needed. I found using bits of the choreographic phrases helpful. These
phrases had the same inflection as the rest of the work.
Section C, City, was created much in the same way as were the other sections but
included scenic design, new video projection, and more opportunities for the dancers to
break the 4th wall by leaving the proscenium stage. The difficulty of this section was
choreographing without the rolling screens that were eventually used. Choreography and
traveling patterns were set on the dancers, but until the screens were built it was difficult
to know how the movement was going to work. The set and lighting designer, Maria Liu,
was able to locate scrap material within the department and built the screens during the
summer. My original measurements were too large to maneuver easily and provide space
for the dancers to move. Maria scaled down the screen size so they could move in and out
of the wings and all be onstage at the same time with space for the dancers. Fabric was
stapled onto the screens to test the projection, proving the idea to be successful.
Bleached muslin was later used for the surface. This test was crucial to see if the
projection was bold and graphic enough to display on the screens.
I worked to clarify how the dancers entered the space in front of the stage as well
as how they left the downstage space to create a more purposeful transition. We also
experimented with how the screens could move through space and in what direction.
Originally the screens only moved from stage right to stage left at a moderate rate. By
moving the screens upstage and downstage as well as side-to-side, the fabric had the
ability to pick up more of the projection and change of depth. This change did affect the
dancers, but in a small way easily corrected by an adjustment of timing.
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We continued to find the natural weight and suspension in the phrases. Jennifer
Shannon of Convergence Dance Theatre came in to observe a rehearsal. As the solo was
originally set on her, and knowing the style and intent of my choreography, she was able
to provide crucial feedback and suggestions to amplify the performance intent. She
spoke about her process of learning the solo as well as what she was missing in the
movement. She discussed the internal tension needed to initiate the next movement to
happen. Jenny also explained that the dancers needed to find their own reasons and story
for their actions, even if I did not give them a particular scenario for each movement. It
was their job to find their own purpose for moving within the narrative I created for the
piece. She also explained that this was the time to experiment and push the movement as
we were still in rehearsal. Hearing these words from another dancer truly helped the
dancers find a necessary push within themselves, drive behind the movement, and their
own personal connection to the theme of being frustration and overwhelmed.
Video Projection Design:
Projection design for this section began a year prior to the rehearsal process.
While in New York City, I videotaped people walking
up and down stairs, and trains on tracks taking
passengers from an environment of trees to graffitied
concrete. This footage was shot with a small handheld
Toshiba camera. I sat on the stairs to capture feet as
they passed by on the stairs walking in and out of the
frame. This location also allowed me the ability to
Figure 2, photography by Donald
Quilinquin

shoot from the floor-level out into the train station to a

larger mass of people walking. While on the train, I propped the camera directly in the
window frame to capture the scenery, tracks, and platforms. Other footage that was not
used was of myself walking in crosswalks, through garbage in the city street, and up and
down escalators. All of these shots were to insure a wide variety of images from which
to choose. I initially began editing in Final Cut Pro, and worked to incorporate still
images with high levels of texture. A prior project gave me an opportunity to test out the
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first draft of the video with solo movement. It was useful to experiment with how the eye
reacted to the traveling action of a train in conjunction
with dancing. Originally, there soloist dance footage in
the projection design. Small changes in editing helped
to keep the images more abstract. Texture and
contrast were added for the screens to pick up more of
the lines and shapes. The image of the clock was
Figure 5, photography by Donald
Quilinquin

shifted to have a musical cue, and particular moving
frames were sped up or slowed to create a greater

contrast. I edited some of the musical phrases used for this section when they were too
repetitive and intense for my purposes.
Costumes:
I decided that the costumes should be very simple. I could not envision one
particular costume that would fit the entire dance. Pedestrian pieces layered would have
nice weight and not make the dancers look like they were ready for a specific genre of
movement. I asked the dancers bring in pieces from their own closet in
no particular color or pattern to see what everyone had. Most of the
pieces ended up being from my closet, and the others from the dancer’s
own wardrobe. The department purchased two tops for the dancers to
brighten and unify the colors. Because the dark leggings made the
dancers disappear and absorbed too much of the rich texture of the
Figure 6,
photography by
Donald
Quilinquin

projection, the dancers ended up wearing trunks with a variety of skirts,
tunics, and tops. The visible skin added warmth and reflected the
projection, and enabled interesting shadows to be cast on their body.

Shades of grey, mustard, lavender, navy, and black suited the gritty quality of the
atmosphere I was trying to create. As the dancers performed, sections of their hair would
fall out of their braid or ponytail to look disheveled. It was my intent that the hair,
costumes, movement, and projection progress to a more tousled state throughout the
dance.
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Final Thoughts and Process:
The rehearsal process was an easy and enjoyable progression each week. The
dancers had wonderful work ethic and invested themselves every time they were there. I
continued to explain what I was looking for and where I was within the work when we
gathered. I believe it was important for the dancers to understand the concept and where
they are progressing in the work. As we were rehearsing in
the Lab Theatre, I would video the entire piece as it was being
developed. After the audition, the choreography and concept
was completed but there were small tweaks to make as well as
dynamic adjustments. I played the audition video on the cyc
and had the dancers watch. They were instructed not to get
wrapped up into watching themselves or thinking about the
choreography but just observing. After that, we watched the
video again and they were to take notes on themselves as they
saw them, and as I called out corrections. We then went
Figure 7, photography by
Donald Quilinquin

through those notes to make traveling corrections or to make
dynamic adjustments. Once we went through this process, I

had them run the piece again. The immediate transformation that the piece went through
was amazing. They had heard the corrections constantly through the rehearsal process
but then to observe it on screen and to see their interaction with each other helped them
make the performance shift. It was also helpful for them to see how the media played a
role in the work and as a part of their atmosphere. As the movement developed it was
the internal chaos and anxiety of the dancer that drove the movement to intensity. The
external atmosphere of the video project surrounded the dancers like a blanket. The
constant tension and release of the dancers’ movement is what initiated focus to the
screen in times of calm or joined the projection’s madness when the dancers were at their
full capacity.
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The final work pushed the idea deeper than I had originally pictured. The final
work resulted in being three sections. I proposed for section A to be comprised of 2
pieces of music, then followed by section B and section C. After a faculty viewing of the
three sections that I had completed; referred in rehearsal to ‘Intro’, ‘Triptych’, and ‘City’
section, they had felt a clear through line. I
found this to be wonderful news as I had been
struggling to come up with a clear conception
for a final section. This decision gave me
more time to focus in on the meat of the other
pieces, as well as leaving the end feeling a bit
unresolved and disheveled which is the heart
Figure 8, photography by Donald Quilinquin

of the work. The hardest part about ending at
this point was not using other images and

photography that I was very drawn to as well as a final piece of music that I had found
after a long search. I had to continue to remind myself that the images and music can be
used at a later date, so hold onto them.
Throughout the construction and process of creating this piece, I was able to
discover many things about myself and my choreography. I found that the preparation of
this work being done throughout an extended period of time gave me the ability to truly
understand where the choreography was headed as well as the ability to develop the
projection design. Each aspect of the work happened in stages instead of being created
all at the same time. This allowed for openings within the choreography to make minor
adjustments and connections from the choreography to the projection design. We do not
always have this luxury as choreographers, but I think it’s an important process that I will
work to find within other work with a tighter time limit. By having the media mostly
constructed prior to the movement rehearsals, I was able to refer back to the images while
developing the movement. This element allowed the choreography to settle and find its
place in collaboration with the projection, instead of forcing a connection that may not
have been there, or had not fully developed yet. This taught me to relinquish a bit of
control over how the piece assembled itself. With clear ideas and concepts, the
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choreography and the media found its way to settle in together. I was able to make small
adjustments throughout rehearsals and the feedback process instead of making extreme
changes. The feedback process also proved itself
as an essential tool. By having both faculty
feedback and peer reviews, I was able to
rediscover and experiment with how I could push
my movement and concept further than I had
originally thought. As I become involved in the
Figure 9, photography by Donald
Quilinquin

process, I can fail to see missing areas in my
work. The outside eye, those who know our

concept and vision, can provide vital feedback on where to head without straying from
our original concept or style.
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APPENDIX E
STUDENT CRITIQUE
This portion includes a performance critique written by Ellyn Hebron. Ellyn was
a London exchange student for the Fall 2012 semester. After attending the Fall
Footholds, Fragments in Time concert, the critique was written for her required
coursework. I included this document in support of my concept and final thesis work
through an outside perspective.
Footholds Critique
Ellyn Hebron
After watching the six, very diverse pieces performed at Fall Footholds, I decided
to write about the third piece in the program, Quickly Standing Still, by Meghen
McKinley. I chose this piece because I felt its intention was very clear and I was able to
interpret so much meaning from it. At the beginning of the piece, dancers entered onto
the stage from the audience and addressed the audience directly. This immediately
caught my attention and engaged me on a very personal level, setting the piece apart from
others where the audience is in a sense ignored.
The piece began with clear intention to integrate Asian styles of movement using
precise gestures with the hands. This was focused on intently in a solo, but the
audience’s attention drifted from this as more dancers filled the stage. This clarity of
detail however, was continued throughout the piece, but the delivery of the movement
became much more frantic. The music reflected this too, gradually getting more and
more chaotic as the piece developed. Speech overlaid the rhythm of the music, adding to
the personal feel of the piece. This speech was later imitated by the dancers, miming a
constant stream of words as they moved with very specific intention. Some of the
dancers again, came out into the audience and invaded some of the audience members’
personal space. They carried out aggressive actions of wiping the mouth and developed
certain “ticks” within the body. One in particular which caught my attention, was the
twitching of a wrist. This became sporadic and appeared uncontrollable.
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The use of video, projected on the back-drop was very effective. It showed a
journey, from the perspective of a car window or train as well as a close-up of people’s
footsteps. This idea, combined with the sporadic movement material, made me think
about how people go about their lives as a journey and get caught up in their own
thoughts and problems. This gets bundled up inside their heads and builds until it is
almost exploding from the body. By this point in the piece, I was entranced in the
movement material and really felt the inward focus of the dancers grasping my
concentration. When video or projection is involved in a piece, there is always the
possibility of it becoming a distraction from the dancers on stage. But in this case, it only
added an additional layer to the piece, it did not take my focus away from the movement
on stage. This intense focus was broken when three canvas screens were introduced to
the stage. This was a moment of breath in the piece for me, causing the projection to
jump off of the back-drop and appear 3D on the stage. These canvases created obstacles
for the dancers to move around, being so present in the piece that they almost became
additional bodies on stage.
As the dancers’ movement became more and more chaotic, their hair, make-up
and costume became increasingly more bedraggled. For me, this is representative of how
people get swept up in situations and their worn appearance comes as a consequence of
all the emotion the individuals are storing up in their minds as the dance progresses.
Although many of the actions which caused the dancers appearance to deteriorate were
abstract, I felt that the movement quality was very pedestrian. The actions felt so real and
necessary for the emotion that was being portrayed.
The piece ends with a calming bird song, bringing the frantic chaos to a gradual
close. The soundscape appears to represent the release of these spiraling lifestyles that
the dancers have found themselves caught up in. Almost like they have been thrown
from a raging tornado, to come to a peaceful close. By the time the piece was coming to
it’s resolution, it was apparent that the movement content had effected me emotionally. I
could feel the dancers’ struggle, truly projecting a strong sense of emotion which was
relayed onto me. This was very powerful and almost overwhelming and I think that it is
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a very rare occurrence when movement is able to achieve that quality with such little aid
from text or image.
After watching the performance on Thursday evening, I was tempted to attend
again the following night as there was a post-show talk with the choreographers. I was
interested in Meghen’s thought process when creating Quickly Standing Still, but decided
that I enjoyed my interpretation so much that it didn’t matter what the intention was. It
fulfilled its role in provoking my thoughts.
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